“The advent e awaits the e who und stands to seize it” - Knud Rasmussen, Polarexplorer

West Greenland - Disko bay cruise
Cruising around on a sailboat above the arctic circle, between icebergs, sharing the
midnight sun with the wildlife around you. Excursions on land for both wilderness
and cultural experiences. Majestic nature, ghost towns, the people and much more.
And all of the above with a local guide to show you all the hidden gems and share
own cultural history for an unforgettable experience - what’s not to like?!

Disko Bay - West Greenland
S/Y SkyDancer
7 days / July 2-9 or July 11-18
5-9 guests

For other dates, send inquiry.
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Disko bay in June-July
Ice ords, mountains, glaciers, archipelagos, icebergs,
wildlife, culture - these are some of the few things to nd
in the Disko bay.
June and July are the months where the area especially
around Disko bay blossoms. The ice has broken up, and
saling in the area gets easier.
Wildlife also emerges even more with the summer
warmth coming, and the capelins awakening the
biodiversity in the sea as food for birds, whales and the
people. So activity rises both on land and sea.
The area is often calm, weather wise at this time of year of course with no guaranties - and the midnight sun gives
you the opportunity for activities 24 hours a day, with
beautiful lighting especially at night.
With an area of approximately 20.000 km2, it's a
manageable area to travel around by boat, with
differences in the landscape without needing to move too
far at a time. A splendid bay for a memorable cruise.
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This is Greenland - a special part of the world. A place
apart from many others, where every individual has a
responsibility for their own and others safety and
experiences, meaning you as a guest also need to
contribute for a more memorable and fun adventure!

Day 1:
Arrival in Ilulissat, embarking the boat, and head out into the bay
between the icebergs. The rst day is mostly about getting settled in
the boat and moving towards the rst destination.
• Nature runs its own thing, so whale watching can happen wherever be exible and take time to enjoy nature when it offers experiences.
Day 2-6:
Sailing our route in the Disko Bay according to the ice, wildlife, and
weather. On the cruise there will be an equal amount of time spent
onboard and onshore - close to.
• Fishing, collecting mussels and cooking these the traditional way
can also be done all along when we nd it suitable.
Day 7:
Back in Ilulissat to spend the last day in town doing town stuff like,
visiting some of the best traditional carvers in the country, fancy cafe’s
or a hike to the most productive glacier in Greenland. Options are
many.
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• Flexibility is the key for great experiences. Therefore we hope there
will be time and willingness from the team to go explore if we nd
something interesting on the way.

Ship & crew
S/Y SkyDancer of Longyearbyen is a 73 ft steel and aluminum schooner built in
Denmark and completed in 2007. She is fully equipped for sailing in high
latitude waters.
She is ice classed and ready to go anywhere. A schooner rig and a big diesel
engine makes up for an agile move.
Captain Nick and admiral Estella have been living and working onboard
SkyDancer for 9 years now - this will for sure give you the feeling of staying at a
warm, safe and comforting base. Actually a home!
The arctic is Nick and Estellas comfort zone as they through the years has been
sailing mainly in arctic waters for a broad spectre of guests. This has also given
them some great stories that you might hear some of during one of the great
dinners they make onboard.

Estella

www.skydancer.no

Guide

Nick

Guiding in the beautiful and vast wilderness of Greenland is for Thorlak not a job it’s a lifestyle. He lives and breathes the outdoor adventure life when he is with
customers and also in his free time. His passion for nature and adventure drives him
to provide quality, fun, and stories to tell in the future for the guests.
As a true local, Thorlak has a local knowledge both geographically and culturally,
giving him the opportunity to show the country with heart and soul. His own
experiences growing up in these environments gives him an advantage and the
skills for a safe adventure.
www.tworavens.gl

Thorlak

What’s in the price?
• 7 nights onboard
• Full catering for 7 days - (Alcohol not included).
• Daily guided excursions

Contact information for inquiries
email@tworavens.gl
+299 58 73 63 / +299 58 41 10

